A study on sustainable design for indigo dyeing color in the visual aspect of clothing
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Abstract: Various colors of clothing originating from synthetic dyes are presently causing serious environmental pollution problems, whereas natural dyes extracted from natural indigo plants help reduce the harm to the environment and extend the sustainable use of clothing. This study focuses on the relation between indigo dyeing colors and the environment on the basis of sustainable design. The results reveal that light colors are considered to conform to the sustainable spirit more than dark colors in different indigo colors. In fact, the recyclable light-colored indigo dyeing t-shirt is beneficial in its reuse. Indigo dyeing fabric can be decomposed by a variety of microorganisms; however, the light-colored indigo dyeing takes a short time. Light colored indigo dyeing is more resource-saving when considering dye, water and electricity costs. The results of colors and environmental protection provide scheme references to consumers or industry for clothing collocation of different indigo dyeing colors for a series of blue clothing and carry out the ideal of the sustainability and co-existence between clothing and natural resources.
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1. Introduction

Fast fashion leads the market trend; the use of environmentally harmful chemicals and textile waste accumulation cause the textile industry to remain the second worst polluting industry worldwide [1]. The problem of serious environmental pollution is perceived by people who desire the industry to have a more friendly attitude toward the environment. The use of natural indigo dye is one of many environment-friendly ways which can not only produce special aesthetic qualities, but also give added value to textile production and which is extremely difficult to copy, even for the dyers [2]. The chroma and hue of the cloth dyed with natural indigo are better than the respective values of the cloth dyed with synthetic indigo when the clothes are dyed repeatedly [3]. This current study is interested in discussing the relation between indigo dyeing colors and the environment. Based on sustainable design, the study further examines different situations involving colors of indigo dyeing in clothing so as to offer references of color application to indigo dyeing clothing and for the sustainable design of natural resources.
2. Literature review

2.1 Indigo dyeing

According to historical events, indigo plants were cultivated at first by peasants who sailed across the sea from mainland China to Taiwan in 1634. The Netherlands authorities cooperated with landlords in the period under the government of the Netherlands in Taiwan in 1639. However, the indigo industry gradually declined due to the impact of synthetics, soil fertility was degraded, other crops affected indigo plants, “formerly Taiwanese aborigines” encroached and local indigo fabrics competed with mainland China at the end of the Qing dynasty. Nevertheless, in Taiwan, workers dyed with fresh indigo mud at that time; the indigo fabrics not only had durable color, but also had a beautiful sheen of high quality [4,5]. Around 1999, the indigo craft began its first step of recovery in Taiwan. Since then, indigo technical guidance, experiences, lecture courses, and special exhibitions have been conducted continually, progressively popularizing it nationwide. It symbolizes the ongoing tradition of culture and technique, and many different kinds of exquisite commodities have been promoted successfully by many companies until now [6,7,8].

Regarding indigo dyeing, the production process includes two parts: Indigo dye making and dyeing process [5,9]. Indigo dye-making procedures and process are shown in Table 1. Furthermore, creations which were dyed from pre-wash fabric to finished dyeing are shown in Table 2, as follows.

Insert Table 1 Indigo dye making procedures and processes here

Insert Table 2 Making procedures and processes of fabric of indigo dyeing here

2.2 Sustainable design

With the widespread use of synthetic dyes that conform to economy in time, money and efficiency due to industrialization, the processes of garment dyeing are asked for rates. According to statistics, synthetic dyes have been produced over $7 \times 10^5$ tons worldwide every year [10]. The result of rapid industrialization has led several toxic chemical substances such as dye into the environment, causing serious environmental pollution [11]. Sustainable design plays a decisive role in sustainable development. The idea of sustainable design advocates that that architecture environment and services of design should conform to the principle of sustainability. The intention of sustainable design is to “eliminate negative environmental impact completely through skillful, sensitive design” [12]. Hence, sustainable design is a necessary step of sustainable development that is harmless to nature, society, and the economy, by considering the whole lifecycle, integrating all designs into the system,
reducing costs and negative effects, and showing different improved effects [13]. Fashion design is one sustainable design category if clothing uses natural plant dyes that are not only non-toxic and free of health hazards like skin allergies, but also relieve the environmental load from chemically contaminated water [14,15]. Therefore, using eco-friendly, nontoxic, sustainable and renewable natural dyes has become one of several options, including indigo dye is extracted from the indigofera plant [16]. To face the current situation, industries are responsible globally; sustainable design that generalizes three common principles can be applied to different industries as follows:

First, recyclable means that everyone can reduce their waste and use non-toxic, sustainable or recycled materials as soon as possible which can be reused continuously in a continuous closed cycle, reducing the negative impacts of materials to the minimum. The main ingredients of indigo dyeing clothing are cotton, linen, silk, or wool. These items can be recycled as fiber or resold, donated, repaired, adapted, or redesigned, depending on how worn out the clothing is.

Second, less-polluting and more recycling means that materials should come from local or bioregional proximity, materials can be composted through biodegradation and compost recycled to the environment when their usefulness has been exhausted. Indigo dyeing in Taiwan obtains materials from local sources that are planted and manufactured again and again. The extracted plant residue is able to make compost, and the dyeing water is used for repeated irrigation [17,18].

Third and finally, resource-saving means that designers use less energy by considering manufacturing processes and manufacturing low-energy products. Moreover, indigo dyeing follows a process from plants to dye, according to different techniques, and finally to the finished product, all of which do not deplete a large amount of water and electricity [19,8,20]. Furthermore, steps in the manufacturing process are suitable for being complicated or simple according to requirement or design. Regarding dyeing time, dark color fabrics need longer dyeing time, which leads fabrics to absorb more dye [21](Vučković et al., 2018).

The usage amount of natural dye has increased on the basis of people’s eco-friendly attitude to environment due to natural dyes having better biodegradability and generally have higher compatibility with the environment [22]. Consequently, the usage of natural dye has become one of the world’s future trends. This study discusses the differences between indigo dyeing color and the sustainable design of natural resources according to the importance of the sustainable design of indigo dyeing. This study presents the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The opinion of respondents significantly differs for indigo dyeing t-shirts with different colors in sustainable design principle and recyclable goal.
Hypothesis 2 (H2). The opinion of respondents significantly differs for indigo dyeing t-shirts with different colors in sustainable design principle, and less-polluting goal.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). The opinion of respondents significantly differs for indigo dyeing t-shirts with different colors in sustainable design principle, and resource-saving goal.

3. Materials and methods

3.1 Indigo dyeing experiment and procedure

This study experimented on indigo dyeing according to sustainable design principle, along with recyclable, less polluting, and resource-saving goals. The fabric of indigo dyeing, the indigo dyeing processes and indigo dyeing colors for this study are as follows.

Indigo dyeing process:
After dyeing, dyed fabrics have to be aerated so that the dye and fiber can be fixed together and appear blue. This process is called “oxidation”.
First time: Dip for 2 minutes; oxidation for 3 minutes.
Second time: Dip for 2.5 minutes; oxidation for 3 minutes.
Third time: Dip for 3 minutes; oxidation for 3 minutes.
Cotton fabrics add 30 seconds each time and are dipped for 6 minutes until the 9th time.
Finally, use water as a thinner for white vinegar and dip for 5 minutes. The cotton fabrics then need to be washed and dried. Concerning indigo dyeing, Figure 1 shows the indigo dyeing experimental procedure from 1 to 9.

Insert Figure 1 Indigo dyeing experimental procedure here

Color No.1 was dyed for the first time, with dip and oxidation once, while color No.2 was dyed for the second time, with dip and oxidation twice, until color No.9 was dyed for the ninth time, with dip and oxidation nine times as shown in Figure 2 which displays nine indigo dyeing colors in total.

Insert Figure 2 Indigo dye making procedures and processes here

3.2 Research framework

The values of the Munsell color system go from the bottom being black (0) to the top being white (10). The intermediate phases cover nine gray colors [23]. Indigo dyeing is a single color; however, it is able to produce different neutral blues and is generally able to be applied to indigo dyeing of clothing. This study discusses the differences between indigo dyeing color and sustainable design principles. This study also considers indigo dyeing color as an independent variable against sustainable design principles as a dependent variable in discussing the relation between the two.
3.3 Data collection

The participants in this study were postgraduates and undergraduates enrolled at Tatung University in Taipei. The researcher used convenience sampling, and the total sample in this study comprised 105 students, 75.2% of whom were female and 24.8% male. The average age of the participants was 26.61 years.

3.4 Process of visual experiment

First, fabric samples of indigo dyeing were used for t-shirts in this study. The t-shirt has a round neck and short sleeve, which is considered to be leisurewear in summer and suitable for both males and females. This study drew a t-shirt and set up a questionnaire.

Regarding the size of fabric samples of indigo dyeing being 14 cm × 11 cm, observers with normal color vision, as tested by the Ishihara Color Test, were selected according to their opinions. This study invited observers to enter into a classroom and be near windows, in order to experiment with lighting during the daytime from morning to noon because the light near the window is similar to CIE standard illuminant D65, as in Figure 3 [24]. All fabric samples of indigo dyeing were put on gray paper. Only one fabric sample of one gray paper was put on a desk for observers’ comparison with the questionnaire.

Insert Figure 3 Experimental situation here

3.5 Instrument

The survey questionnaire in this study included indigo dyeing color scale and demographic data for a total of 30 questions. There are 9 questions concerning contents in the indigo dyeing color scale, i.e., there are 9 articles of t-shirts with different blue colors. Each t-shirt displays blue in uniform color. Each pattern involves three items, which were modified from Bianchi and Birtwistle [25] to better meet the research purposes of this study. Demographic data on the participants include gender, age, and education.

3.6 Data analysis

In terms of data analysis, the participants in this study rated each picture using a five-point Likert-type scale, ranging from “5 (strongly agree)” to “1 (strongly disagree).” The data collected were entered into a database and analyzed using the SPSS 22.0 statistical software package. The results went through repeated measurements of ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc to check whether there was significant difference between indigo dyeing and sustainable design principles. The results appear in the accompanying tables.

4. Results

In the statistical analysis, repeated measurement of ANOVA and Bonferroni post-hoc were used on participants’ opinions on reducing the environmental impacts.
of recyclable indigo dyeing t-shirts. They are shown in Table 3, which reveals that according to the Mauchly Spherical Test, the opinions of participants were significantly different ($F = 42.837, p = 0.000 < 0.001$), revealing that the Spherical Test had been violated and the result showed forward bias; therefore, the F tests should be adjusted by Geisser-Greenhouse (G-G). After adjustment, $p = 0.000 < 0.001$, which means that regarding recyclable indigo dyeing t-shirts, the darker the colors the less the environmental protection. Furthermore, according to trend analysis ($p = 0.000 < 0.001$), nine colors show linear relationships that indicate the degree of benefit to the environment of nine colors decrease gradually seriatim from number 1 ($M = 3.95$) light color to No.9 ($M = 2.71$) dark color. Consequently, Hypothesis 1 is supported.

The results of less-polluting indigo dyeing t-shirt are shown in Table 3, which indicates that the opinions of participants about the nine t-shirts which used natural indigo plants dyeing that were friendly to environment. In Table 3, less polluting-related results reveal differences among the opinions of participants about different colors ($F = 56.233, p = 0.000 < 0.001$) according to the Mauchly Spherical Test that indicates the Spherical Test had been violated and the result showed forward bias; therefore, the F tests should be adjusted by Geisser-Greenhouse (G-G). After adjustment $p = 0.000 < 0.001$, indicating the opinions of participants about indigo dyeing t-shirts as less polluting; there are differences in different shades of colors regarding biodegradation. In addition, according to trend analysis ($p = 0.000 < 0.001$), nine colors show linear relationships that indicate the degree of benefit to the environment of nine colors decreasing gradually seriatim from number 1 ($M = 4.22$) light color to No.9 ($M = 2.79$) dark color. Consequently, Hypothesis 2 is supported.

Regarding the results of resource-saving, participants’ opinions of the nine indigo dyeing t-shirts are shown in Table 3. The results reveal differences among the opinions of participants about different colors ($F = 60.464, p = 0.000 < 0.001$) according to the Mauchly Spherical Test, indicating that the Spherical Test had been violated and the result showed forward bias; therefore, the F tests should be adjusted by Geisser-Greenhouse (G-G). After adjustment, $p = 0.000 < 0.001$, indicating opinions of participants about indigo dyeing t-shirts in regard to resource-saving;
there are differences concerning resource use, including dye consumption and dyeing water and electricity in different shades of colors. Moreover, trend analysis ($p = 0.000 < 0.001$) reveals that the nine colors show linear relationships and indicated that the degree of benefit to the environment of nine colors decreased gradually seriatim from number 1 ($M = 3.97$) light color to No.9 ($M = 2.48$) dark color. Consequently, Hypothesis 3 is supported.

5. Discussion

Concerning the recyclable nine indigo dyeing t-shirts which benefit the environment, the results show significant differences among different colors in the opinions of participants and that the scores decrease linearly. Maybe the reason is that the application of light color would be easier than dark color on influencing participants’ opinions such as dark color would be chemically bleached because of fading or color unevenness if clean recyclable t-shirts need to be re-dyed [26]; however, light color clothes could be dyed directly if recyclable t-shirts are to be continually reused in a closed cycle. Hence, light color t-shirt has a higher score and the darker the color, the more decreasing the score, revealing a linear decrease.

Second, regarding the less polluting nine indigo dyeing t-shirts, the results reveal differences in participants’ opinions about different colors polluting the environment. Previous studies showed that cotton is not resistant to microorganisms; white cotton fabrics clearly had the most severe degradation after 28 days of burial; however, ordinary cotton fabric biodegradation takes 40 days [27,28,29]. In other words, the time the light color cotton fabrics take is shorter than the dark color cotton fabrics, which take a longer time, i.e. they decomposed more quickly. Consequently, participants’ opinions showed that number 1 the light color t-shirt got the highest score; the darker the color, the score decreased gradually, revealing a linear decrease.

Finally, there are different opinions among the participants about the degree of resource-saving of indigo dyed t-shirts. However, the participants agreed that the number 1 light color t-shirt is the most resource-saving, while the dark color in order, signified more resource consumption, revealing a linear decrease. In short, the participants agree that the light color t-shirts are more resource-saving than the dark colored ones. The indigo dyeing experimental procedure shows that light color indigo dyeing fabric had fewer dipping number of times than dark colors, and dark color fabrics also absorbed more dye. The number of dipping times is closely linked with consumed resources such as water and electricity; the fewer the number of dipping times, the less the consumption of resources, and vice versa. Consequently, the results
are consistent with the studies of Kant [19], Lee [8], Nunes, Matias and Catalão [20]. Indigo dyeing includes the process from plants to dye, different techniques, and finally to the finished product; all the steps do not deplete a large amount of water and electricity.

6. Conclusions

Concerning indigo dyeing, light colors are considered to conform to the sustainable spirit more than dark colors. This study generalizes a conclusion from the sustainability principle: recyclable, less-polluting, and resource-saving clothing: the recyclable light color indigo dyed t-shirts offer benefit via reuse. Indigo dyeing fabrics can be decomposed by a variety of microorganisms; the light colored indigo dyeing takes a short time, and the dark colored indigo dyeing takes a long time. In terms of resource-saving, light colored indigo dyeing is more resource-saving when considering dye, water and electricity costs. Furthermore, consumers should pay more attention to issues related to dye. A designer who is designing a t-shirt can now estimate the degree of impact of both dye source and light and shade at the same time in the field of fashion design and carry out the idea of the sustainability and co-existence between clothing and natural resources.
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Table 1. Indigo dye making procedures and processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Making process</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Picking indigo</td>
<td>Harvesting indigo plants in both June to July and November to December mornings every year.</td>
<td>Indigo plants picked by manual labor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Soak</td>
<td>Cutting stems and cleaning them, and then soaking them in water about one and a half day to two days until indimuslin appears.</td>
<td>Only use water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Oxidation in a vat</td>
<td>Removing rotted leaves and adding some lime water, mixing and oxidizing indimuslin with lime by pump and water circulating system. It will become foamy; after two or three hours the foam disappears, meaning that the indimuslin has been oxidized.</td>
<td>Using lime and electricity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Indigo mud</td>
<td>2 or 3 days later, you need to whip the infant dye and add some water to settle it again. 2 or 3 days later, you need to whip the dye and get indigo mud.</td>
<td>Waste liquid could be used for irrigation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Indigo dyeing</td>
<td>Put indigo mud in a vat, and then dip dye fabrics.</td>
<td>Indigo dyeing is ready for use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Making procedures and processes of fabric of indigo dyeing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Making process</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Pre-wash</td>
<td>Pre-wash fabrics going to be dyed</td>
<td>Using manual labor, water and gas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Selection of dyeing techniques</td>
<td>Indigo dyeing techniques include plain dyeing, shibori, board indigo dyeing, stencil dyeing, batik, and discharge dyeing.</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Design and make</td>
<td>Design patterns and techniques, and then planning procedure and process.</td>
<td>Making patterns by hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Dyeing</td>
<td>There are two methods: dip dyeing and deep dyeing.</td>
<td>Manual operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Fixation</td>
<td>Use water as a thinner for white vinegar and dip for 5 minutes.</td>
<td>Using white vinegar and water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Clean</td>
<td>Wash with water to clean.</td>
<td>Only water.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Dry</td>
<td>Dry the fabrics.</td>
<td>Dry by airing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Relation between indigo dyeing and recyclable, less-polluting, and resource-saving

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Recyclable M (SD)</th>
<th>Less-polluting M (SD)</th>
<th>Resource-saving M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.95 (.92)</td>
<td>4.22 (.72)</td>
<td>3.97 (.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.90 (.80)</td>
<td>4.06 (.77)</td>
<td>3.83 (.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.63 (.92)</td>
<td>3.86 (.89)</td>
<td>3.61 (.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.70 (.91)</td>
<td>3.77 (.97)</td>
<td>3.47 (.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.41 (1.05)</td>
<td>3.51 (1.09)</td>
<td>3.28 (1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.30 (1.14)</td>
<td>3.39 (1.18)</td>
<td>3.19 (1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.01 (1.24)</td>
<td>3.10 (1.32)</td>
<td>2.73 (1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.90 (1.28)</td>
<td>2.97 (1.33)</td>
<td>2.58 (1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.71 (1.34)</td>
<td>2.79 (1.41)</td>
<td>2.48 (1.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>42.837</td>
<td>56.233</td>
<td>60.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
<td>0.000***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-Hoc

1, 2 > 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
1 > 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
1, 2 > 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
3 > 6, 7, 8, 9  
2 > 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
3 > 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
4 > 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
3, 4 > 5, 6, 7, 8, 9  
4 > 6, 7, 8, 9  

5, 6 > 7, 8, 9  
5, 6 > 7, 8, 9  
5, 6 > 7, 8, 9  

7, 8 > 9  
7 > 9

$p$ Trend

0.000***  
0.000***  
0.000***

***$p$ < .001

---

**Figure 1.** Indigo dyeing experimental procedure

**Figure 2.** Indigo dyeing colors from 1 to 9
Figure 3. Experimental situation